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Abstract:

The current study aims to find out the scenario about the Identification and Analysis of tool management. Identification and Analysis of tool management is the key or list of Equipment that is used to manage the improvement of goods and services and includes all processes that transform raw materials into final products. It includes active rationalizing of different sector activities to enlarge customer’s satisfaction and gain an advantage over other competitors. Identification and Analysis of tool management is an easy process that relies on each link - from suppliers to manufacturers and many more to function smoothly. Because of this, effective Identification and Analysis of tool management also needs change management, collaboration and management to establish alignment and communication between all the units. In organization, it is necessary to co-ordinate the logistics of all aspects of the equipment, which consists of some parts: complete task, accuracy rate, right assets, right time, and right place, up to date.

Many students are unaware about the effective management of the tools and often confuse them with Logistics. Hence, the researcher feels to study on the awareness of the Identification and Analysis of tool management.

Introduction: There are so many different Identification and Analysis of tool management and for proper alignment and function each entities in the most streamlined and cost-effective way possible. In this emerging market, there are many challenges that are being introduced due to growing rivalries, outsourcing, etc. Current study aims to study on the awareness about Identification and Analysis of tool management.

Aims and Objectives of the Study:

. To provide a precise explanation about Identification and Analysis of tool management.

a. To study about the elements of Identification and Analysis of tool management.

b. To study about the basic scenario in which an effective Identification and Analysis of tool management can bring tremendous change.
The Identification and Analysis of tool management. Is a strategic plan on how to invest in your venture and produce the result that is desired by the market?

There are so many elements of Identification and Analysis of tool management and they are discussed below.

**Important fundamentals**

- One of the important fundamentals of a quality management system is Identification and Analysis of tool management. Systematic management of the equipment in the sectors is necessary to do very exact, reliable, and timely based test.

  - With the help of information of all the equipment or all the history, we can defiantly avoid waste. Most important or priority based things can be purchased more I.e Use smartness

  - Assets should be at right place and at right time. With the help of accurate record assets can be stored or used by offering discount they can make money on items which are not sold out or not in demand I.e. Right asset, right place & right time

  - Planning maintenance on all the advantages of regular equipment and once in blue moon equipment. Impact of equipment on the organization should be reduced by planning maintenance I.e. Before they break Fixing things. Identification and Analysis of tool management by spending at time to reduce maintenance is clearly the best thing to do. Before the worse situation everyone should plan accordingly to use Equipment which is used all the time

  - If equipment breaks down one time it is and by mistake but what if it keeps breaking again and again. So, keeping the record of these equipment is very much useful.

  - Therefore, an employee who have not received the proper training and using the equipment in the wrong way can happen the breakdowns. Therefore, replacement is not the solution to the problem.

  - These are the factors for consideration for the best buying.

  - Brands issues
- The best equipment
- Time and money consuming.
- With the survey or recent trends or information organization should buy the best equipment. So equipment should be replace with old one or upgrading is very much important. By using these equipment information everyone can spend money very cost effective and in smarter way.
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- With the help of a modern, user-friendly equipment inventory system, we can have the best solution for business. It is automating with background work, so everyone can focus on the things that really matter.
- With the help of pen and paper, everyone should keep record or track of information. With the help of equipment tracking record book.
- There is one another system like by using excel sheet or spread sheets with that system everyone can track record but they have also some drawbacks.
Conclusion:

The current study resulted that Identification and Analysis of tool management in an organization needs to work for the enhancement of the utilization of their all sources. The students as well as upcoming industries are not sure about the various strategies that they should implement in order to boost the revenue along with minimizing the costs in several cases. However, it has been a matter of study and experience that has led to success. Identification and Analysis of tool management helps in understanding the market needs and enhances the chances of profit for the industry. Therefore, everyone knew solely that there are some of Identification and Analysis of tool management to individual or group at work. It will not take some time to understand by the consumers about its system, pattern benefits and application. They will be aware about it when will start to use it by practically through.
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